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FCUSTAT The ecu reference 
Order form 
To be sent to one of the EUR­OP sales agents listed above 
Please find enclosed subscription(s) for: 
Ecustat, the ecu reference 
1995—12 issues — Catalogue number: CA­CO­95­000­3A­C 





Please also send me your free Eurostat catalogue 
Payment to be made on receipt of invoice 
mi 
eurostat 




Statistical Office of the European Communities 
Ecustat, the ecu reference 
Ecustat is a newly­developed publication of Eurostat, the Statistical Office of the 
European Communities. As the European Monetary Union (EMU) draws closer and the 
ecu markets continue their evolution, Eurostat has decided to provide the market with 
the statistical tool it needs to understand and manage ecu­related topics. 
Ecustat offers in tables and graphs a coverage of all kinds of statistical Information 
relating to the ecu that is both diverse and in­depth. It saves the reader a huge amount 
of compilation and calculation work as it gives access not only to long historical series 
but also to the most up­to­date data and relevant technical explanations. 
Coverage includes: 
• the EMS and the ERM 
• exchange rates 
• ecu securities 
• financial futures 
• ecu clearing 
• ecu interest rates and yields 
• consumer price indices 
• banking statistics 
... and many other items. 
New series will be Included to match market developments. 
On top of in­house Eurostat data, the reader finds in Ecustat information collected from 
institutions such as the EMI, European central banks, national statistical offices, JP 
Morgan, Cedel, Euroclear, and the BIS, just to mention a few. 
Ecustat is: 
• relevant and useful 
• timely and up­to­date 
• exact and rigorous 
• comprehensive 
• authoritative 
• easy to use (trilingual: English, French and German) 
As part of the Ecustat package, subscribers will also receive a methodology/glossary 
and analytical studies mainly based on Ecustat data. 
Who should subscribe? Anybody interested in monetary and financial developments in 
Europe. The publication should be of particular interest to financial analysts, market 
participants, journalists, academics and international institutions. Ecustat is the refer­
ence publication for quantitative and technical ecu information. 
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